Chat GPT Develops Multiple Choice Questions (MCQs) for Postgraduate Specialty Assessment – A Reality or a Myth?
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ABSTRACT

Objective: Multiple Choice Questions (MCQs) are a valuable assessment tool, but creating them to match learning goals needs experts. AI, like ChatGPT, might offer an alternative. A study showed MCQs made for medical programs by ChatGPT and the faculty. This study compares faculty-made MCQs to ChatGPT-made ones for a post-grad program.

Material & Methods: Specific learning objectives of a module from a medical and surgical program were extracted. One mid-level faculty and the AI software developed MCQ from each learning objective with a clinical scenario. Two subject and medical education experts from each specialty were blinded and given a standardized online tool to rate the technical and content quality of the MCQs in five domains; the item, vignette, question stem, response options, and overall quality.

Results: For the medicine and allied specialty, 23 MCQs in each set were assessed. There was no significant difference between each variable, the overall quality of MCQs, or the odds of the decision to accept the questionnaire. Two sets of 24 MCQs were assessed for the surgical and allied specialty. There was no difference between the domains for “Item” and “Vignette”. For the domain “question stem”, MCQs developed by faculty were more grammatically correct (p-value 0.02). There was no difference in the quality or odds of the decision to accept.

Conclusions: AI's impact on education is undeniable. Our findings indicate that in specific areas, faculty outperformed ChatGPT, though overall question quality was comparable. More research is necessary, but ChatGPT could potentially streamline assessment development, saving faculty substantial time.
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INTRODUCTION
The COVID-19 pandemic brought a paradigm shift in the teaching, learning, and assessment pedagogy, with e-learning becoming the “new normal”.1 Simultaneously, recent advances in Artificial Intelligence (AI) software have further revolutionized education throughout the world. It is imperative that Graduate Medical Education (GME) continues to evolve and keep pace with these advancements. AI-based tools are already being utilized in medicine for generating and checking tasks, creating clinical scenarios, formulating quizzes, and aiding in research.

As the teaching epistemology changes, so does the assessment methodology. In developing countries such as Pakistan, GME has recently been recognized as a critical institution in the education of post-graduate trainees. Although clinicians working in academic institutions offering post-graduate training are being encouraged to pursue a qualification in higher professional education (HPE), it is not a mandatory requirement yet.2 Even in developed countries, due to excessive workload, engaging medicine and surgery consultants for post-graduate teaching and assessments is a challenge.3 For the same reason, hospitals and universities offering post-graduate medical training struggle with enhancing the quality of teaching and assessment activities, as the educationists are not content experts and vice versa.

Multiple choice questions (MCQs) have long been used as an effective assessment tool for post-graduate medical education. Yet, developing MCQs aligned with specific learning outcomes requires content and process experts. AI could be a potential substitute for these experts. “ChatGPT” (Generative Pretrained Transformer), an Open AI software, was recently able to pass the USMLE which is developed by a “National Board of Examiners”.4 A recent study has also shown that MCQs developed for an undergraduate medical program by ChatGPT were comparable to those developed by faculty.5 This makes academics question whether this software, which is capable of creating and passing a human-made assessment, can develop MCQs for GME programs. Consequently, this may reduce the workload on multi-tasking clinicians, who are all-in-one administrators, researchers, teachers, and clinicians. While the debate surrounding the ethical and moral implications of the use of AI in academia is ongoing, it is time to assess the quality of the work produced by it.

This study compares the quality and content of MCQs generated by medical and surgical faculty versus ChatGPT for a post-graduate program.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study Design & Setting
A cross-sectional analytical online study. The study was conducted at the Department of Neurosurgery, Liaquat National Hospital, Karachi with approval from the ethical committee of the hospital. The data was collected with permission from the participants.

Sampling Technique
Specific learning objectives of a module from a medical and surgical PGME program respectively were extracted by the principal investigators (PI) from Pakistan. One mid-level faculty with at least two years of post-graduate experience were identified from each specialty. The same instructions were given to the faculty and the AI software, to “develop one MCQ from each learning outcome with a clinical scenario and five plausible options with one best answer”. The MCQs were randomized by PI and a unique ID was allotted to each.
Data Collection Tool
Two subject and medical education experts from both the medical and surgical specialties were given a standardized online tool to rate the technical and content quality of MCQs. The MCQs were scored on five domains; the item, vignette, question stem, response options, and overall quality. The final assessment question was regarding the decision to accept, reject, or modify the MCQ.

Data Analysis
Data were analyzed on PRISM (version 9.2.0, GraphPad Software, San Diego CA). The statistician analyzing the data was blinded to which MCQs were written by faculty or AI. Responses to each item used to assess the MCQs as well as the five domains and the decision to accept, reject, or revise the MCQ were analyzed using Fisher’s exact tests. Total scores for each set of MCQ for both the raters were compared through unpaired student’s t-test. The odds ratio was calculated for the final question regarding the decision to accept, reject, or revise the MCQ. A p-value of <0.05 was considered as significant.

RESULTS
Table 1 shows the comparison of the difference between scores for various domains of MCQs developed by the faculty versus Chat GPT for medical and surgical postgraduate programs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specialty Items</th>
<th>Chat GPT</th>
<th>Faculty</th>
<th>P-value</th>
<th>Chat GPT</th>
<th>Faculty</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Assesses a Program/Course Learning Outcome</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0.4889</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0.4894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uses Clear language</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0.607</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.4936</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Represents Current Knowledge / Best Practice</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0.233</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0.4614</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does not Measure opinion</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0.233</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>&gt;0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIGNETTE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.8593</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is necessary to respond to the question stem</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.3715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presents clinical information in a logical</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.4936</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sequence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does not contain red herrings (i.e., information meant to deceive)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.3495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QUESTION STEM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is a complete statement (Can stand-alone)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>&gt;0.99</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ends with a question mark</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0.233</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can be answered without viewing the response options</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>&gt;0.99</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>&gt;0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is stated positively</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0.488</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>0.608</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contains only necessary information</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0.233</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0.244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is grammatically corrected</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0.607</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0.02*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contains no vague or ambiguous terms</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>&gt;0.99</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0.124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESPONSE OPTIONS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are all plausible</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0.049*</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are mutually exclusive (i.e., do not include overlapping content)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0.0092</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Follow grammatically from the question stem</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>&gt;0.99</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>&gt;0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are similar in length</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>&gt;0.99</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>&gt;0.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Are similar in terminology 20 22 0.607 12 16 0.380
Are presented in a logical order (e.g., alphabetically, numerically) 3 8 0.09 20 13 0.059
Contains no extraneous trivia 20 22 0.233 13 15 0.77
Do not contain repeated elements that should appear in the stem 20 13 0.04* 11 16 0.244
Do not include all of the above 23 22 >0.99 12 18 0.135
Do not include any of the above 23 22 >0.99 12 17 0.23
The overall quality of MCQ 3.30 +/- 1.02 3.55 +/- 0.51 0.32 3.5 +/- 1.06 3.33 +/- 0.92 0.56
Decision to accept 12 13 1.32 (0.4 to 4.3) 12 19 3.8 (1.07 to 13.52)

*significant p-value (< 0.05). Odds ratios are calculated as the odds of accepting a question written by a faculty compared to that written by ChatGPT

**Figure 1:** Comparison of various domains of MCQs developed by ChatGPT and faculty of Medical and Surgical Specialties. (ns-not significant, **p-value <0.005).**

**Medicine and Allied Specialty**

23 MCQs in each set were assessed by two blinded raters. Table 1 and Figure 1 show that out of the four domains assessed, the scores were significantly different for “Item”, where the overall score of MCQs developed by faculty was more than that of ChatGPT. However, there were no significant differences between each variable compared individually under the same domain.

For the “Vignette”, the two MCQ sets were not comparable, as there was no vignette for those developed by ChatGPT. There was no significant difference between scores for variables in the “Question Stem” category among both MCQ sets. For the domain of “response options”, there was no significant difference among overall scores. The faculty scored higher on a few variables, comparing if the MCQs are mutually exclusive (p-value 0.009) and plausible (p-value 0.049). Also, response options for MCQs developed by ChatGPT contained fewer repeated elements of the stem as compared to faculty (p-value 0.04).
There was no difference in the overall quality of MCQs (Figure 2) and the odds of the decision to accept among both groups were the same.

**DISCUSSION**

The key to maximizing the use of AI is to keenly identify the strengths and weaknesses of this technology and to use it to our advantage. Not every function can be performed as efficiently as the human brain by AI. In this context, this study was designed to compare the quality of AI-generated MCQs and those made by faculty for GME programs. The results showed that in certain domains, the faculty performance was superior to that of ChatGPT.

For the MCQs developed for medicine specialty, faculty performed better in various domains as compared to ChatGPT. A recent study on biology MCQs created by AI found moderate reliability with a Cronbach’s alpha of 0.623. The same study found all MCQs to be valid except one. However, there was no comparison of these MCQs with man-made ones. Our study does not have any post-hoc analyses for comparison, as the questions have not been piloted on students yet.

In terms of distractors, those generated by ChatGPT for medicine were less plausible than those by the faculty. This limitation of automated MCQ generation using ontology has been recognized previously as well. Interestingly, the module objectives selected for the specialty of medicine dealt with ethical issues; hence this finding highlights the emotional and intellectual superiority of the human mind over machines; at least in the present time. There is growing evidence that AI has inherent biases which are reflected in its responses when dealing with ethical scenarios.

Two other variables regarding the quality of distractors were found to be significantly better in the faculty-made MCQs. These were the ‘mutual exclusivity’ of the distractors and the lack of ‘repeated elements that should appear in the stem’. This reflects higher order thinking of the human brain, which makes a conscious effort to follow the ‘best practices’ of the item (MCQ) so that each
question is more palatable for the students without engaging them in frivolous details.

For the surgical MCQs, the lead-ins constructed by ChatGPT were better in terms of punctuation but those by the faculty were more grammatically sound. Given that ChatGPT is primarily a ‘language software’, this discovery comes as a surprise. Interestingly, the software itself admits that it is prone to making language errors when dealing with highly complex subject matter such as medicine, due to the limitation of technical knowledge. Likewise, it is consistently reported in the literature that the responses generated by ChatGPT have inconsistencies and inaccuracies. Even OpenAI, the developers of ChatGPT admit its limitations including the production of responses which are reasonable but wrong.12

**LIMITATIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS**

This study was conducted soon after Chat-GPT was released to the general public by open AI. The user giving the instructions to the AI model was still a novice in its use and lacked adequate training for prompt engineering to optimize the output.13 So, it can be assumed that with more customized prompts, the quality of the MCQs generated by Chat-GPT may be different from the initial response. Moreover, only a small number of specialties from PGME were evaluated in the study which can lead to difficulty in the generalization of the findings.

The authors recommend that the use of AI should not be admonished when it can be used to increase the productivity of busy clinicians. However, the onus of the quality of the work produced shall lie with the ‘human being’ giving the prompts. Only a subject expert confident in vetting the content of the output should opt for using generative AI tools like Chat-GPT. Educational institutes and governments should also hasten in making policies for the use of AI in health professions education including PGME to ensure its ethical use.

**CONCLUSION**

The reality of AI in education is irrefutable. The key is not to ‘beat’ it but to ‘join’ it. While medical educators are finding ways to identify content developed by AI in academia, more research needs to be done to synergize its use to reduce workload. The time saved from the ethical and efficient use of language models such as ChatGPT can be utilized in completing more creative and intellectual tasks by clinical faculties. Though appealing, the limitations of ChatGPT in the field of medicine warrant its judicious use as the quality may not be optimal. Thus, it is recommended that AI be used as an assisting tool, but the final output should be reviewed and refined by content experts.
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